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Year 2The journey so far



Journey so far
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Agency expenditure (all trusts)



Journey so far: performance to month 10
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Nationally - £556m (18.5%) below position at M10 

last year

National 

Region % decrease from last 

year 

London -16.6%

Midlands & East -18.4%

North -22.0%

South -16.5%
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National  - monthly agency performance report

Agency spend breakdown – January 2017

Price cap overrides  - breakdown

This report is based on information between April 2016 and January 2017

Agency spend breakdown – June 2016
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• Trusts have found it more challenging to 

bring down medical locum spend 

compared to other staff groups

• Medical price index is around 30% above 

cap. With medical agency spend of £1.05 

billion this means over £300 million worth 

of savings is possible if cap rates are met.

• Medical locum prices seem to have fallen 

by around 10% since the introduction of the 

rules, but they remain above the cap. 

• In comparison, most core nursing shifts are 

now near the cap and override rates are 

much lower. 

Journey so far

Agency prices compared to substantive rates

Sources: NHS Professionals (sample of around 60 trusts) for nursing, Liaison (sample of around 60 trusts) for medical

Nursing Index

Price cap rate
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Changes to IR35
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• From 6 April 2017 the off-payroll working in the public sector legislation moves the responsibility 

for deciding if the off-payroll rules for engagements in the public sector apply from the 

worker/intermediary (agency) to the public authority, agency, or third party (trust).

• There are currently two main ways for agency worker invoices to be billed to the public sector: 

PAYE and LTD/Umbrella Company

• Limited company contractors who are inside IR35 will have their Tax and NI deducted by the 

agency/trust* before any payment is made 

• There should be no increase in rates paid by trusts for agency staff as part of this change 

in legislation.

* Depending on the contractual arrangements in place

Agency Commission

Employer’s Pension

Employer’s NI

Holiday Pay

Worker Pay

(Gross)

Agency Commission

Rate to Limited 

Company (PSC) or 

Umbrella Company

Agency Commission

Employer’s NI

Employee’s NI

Tax

Rate to Limited 

Company (PSC) 

inside IR35

Rate to Limited 

Company (PSC) 

outside IR35 or 

Umbrella Company

PAYE agency workers

Unchanged

LTD company / umbrella 

company workers

Unchanged



Changes to IR35
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Roles we recommend fall within 

IR35

Roles we anticipate are within 

IR35

Approval from NHS Improvement 

to use PSCs

• All medical and dental training 

grades

• All medical consultants and GPs 

who are working under the 

direction of the trust’s Medical 

Director

• Nursing and midwifery roles at 

AfC bands 1 - 5 

• AHPs at AfC bands 1 – 5 

• Non-medical non-clinical roles 

at AfC bands 1-5

• Nursing and midwifery roles at 

or above AfC band 6 

• AHPs at or above AfC band 6 

• Non-medical non-clinical roles 

at or above AfC band 6 or within 

the very senior manager  (VSM) 

range 

All trusts should have a person 

with ultimate responsibility for the 

IR35 status of all roles

• Trusts should be able to 

demonstrate that they have 

systems in place to make 

deductions from PSCs, and 

have built into their recruitment 

processes the requirement to 

check the status of vacancies

• Trusts should show that they 

have approached their main 

agencies who pay workers 

through PSCs

• Trusts should have an 

escalation process in place to 

engage workers away from 

PAYE

• Trusts should know what the 

plan is for all agency workers 

engaged through PSCs is after 

6 April 2017 

For the avoidance of doubt 

we recommend that trusts 

confirm the IR35 status of 

roles using the HMRC tool

NHS Improvement published its recommendations for the IR35 

status of roles at NHS Trusts and NHS Foundation Trust

The requirement for trusts to apply to NHS Improvement to 

continue to engage workers through PSCs is for all trusts, covering 

workers who fall inside and outside of IR35, and both directly 

engaged workers and via agencies.



Maximum worker rates paid to PSCs
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Maximum worker rates (PAYE worker)
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Pay to worker

Agency Price Cap

* PSCs within IR35 are not subject to AWR or additional employee rights
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Maximum payable to PSC through an 

agency for roles within IR35* after 6 April 
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** Framework fee not payable if worker is not supplied via framework agency



Next steps
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Summary of national actions

Agency expenditure is forecast to be £3.0 billion in 2016/17. This is £635m (17%) lower than FY 

15/16. But we want to reduce agency spend even further.

We are supporting trusts in the following fashion leading into the new financial year – in order to help 

support trusts continue to drive down spend: 

1.Ensuring changes to IR35 doesn’t cause prices to rise. 

2.New agency rules; including strong encouragement not to use substantive staff employed in 

any NHS Trust  or Foundation Trust.

3.New targets for medical locum spend for every trust and targeted support for the 30 highest 

trusts.

4.Piloting regional banks and supporting trusts to grow their bank.

5.Enhanced data collection systems to enable better support and transparency of prices. 



Board accountability

• Single member of the board 

appointed as Accountable 

Officer for delivery of agency 

controls

• Engagement from all board 

members

Monitoring submissions

• Trusts must submit timely and 

accurate weekly monitoring 

submissions

• Submissions signed off by a 

member of the board

• Weekly deadline (Wednesday 

noon)

• Non-submissions will be followed 

up by NHS Improvement

Escalation process

• Escalation and sign off 

process in place for 

application of the ‘break 

glass’ clause

• Appropriate review of agency 

usage from a finance, safety 

and quality perspective

Internal review

• Weekly agency monitoring process/group in 

place for reviewing the trust’s weekly 

performance against controls

• Internal review should have balanced 

representation from:

• Workforce

• Quality

• Finance

Board review

• Regular board discussion of performance against 

agency controls, including;

• Review and challenge of application of the 

‘break glass’ clause

• Review and challenge of the trust’s agency 

action plan

• Review of the trust’s financial performance 

against the agency expenditure ceiling and 

forecast

Trusts internal governance best practice
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Reducing agency locum spend

On 12 September NHSI’s Medical Director sent a letter to all trust medical directors urging them to take 

action to reduce medical locum spend. The letters included the guide and a supporting template for 

trusts to report on performance to their board. The guides have also been published on NHSI’s website.



Agency rules – trust impact
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A trust using this best practise has 

reduced their total agency spend by 

60% M1 – M10 this year.

Spend on Medical Locums has 

reduced by over £0.8M per month.

Weekly price cap compliance now 

75% (up from 0 compliance).

• Trust implemented rigorous governance around paying above price caps, require 

executive sign off and is only permitted for exceptional patient safety grounds

• Medical Director scrutinises all locum requests daily. 10 highest cost locums 

removed

• New staffing framework went live in October.  Contains list of preferred suppliers at price 

cap levels

• Recruitment Oversight Group is in operation, applies controls and assists with speedy 

recruitment

• Bank incentives are embedded and have accelerated up-take of bank shifts.

• Further work progressing on rostering, recruitment to vacancies, and achieving price cap 

rates. 



Changes to data collection from April 2017
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In addition to the breaches to the agency rules and safety issues, each week trust will be 

asked to report the following additional information:

• total agency shifts (by staff group)

• breakdown of shifts by core and unsocial (for medical staff) and by day, night/Saturday and 

Sunday/public holiday for Agenda for Change staff

• details the ten longest serving agency staff working during the reporting period

• details of the ten highest cost agency staff working during the reporting period

• details of the shifts worked above £120 an hour, with confirmation of CEO sign-off

• details of the shifts off-framework and above price cap, with confirmation of CEO sign-off

The data requested is the type of data used by trusts who have significantly reduced their 

agency spend. 

Sign-off high 

cost shifts

Collate and 

report

NHS 

Improvement 

review data

Review areas of 

high agency 

usage

Develop targeted 

actions to cut 

reliance

Weekly 

override 

reporting

Regional and 

central teams 

work with trusts
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Ward

• It is good practice to centralise all agency 

booking either within the bank office/HR or 

within finance.  Wards should not approach 

agencies directly

• Confirm the charge per hour, worker pay 

rate, and duration of engagement at time of 

booking

• It is good practice to implement a ‘no 

purchase order, no payment’ policy for 

agency invoices

• Inform finance department of bookings and 

hours worked so that they can ensure the 

agency expenditure is properly accrued for 

monthly reporting

• Collate all agency shifts weekly to aid 

weekly reporting of overrides. 

• To aid analysis on how to reduce agency 

spend, collate all agency shifts by 

specialty, date/time, price, method of 

engagement, reason, agency used , name 

and start date of employee. 

Agency

HR/staffing Finance /procurement

Division /service

NHS Improvement

Weekly agency 

rules return

Monthly finance 

returns

Data collection – best practice

Request 

staff Confirm 

hours 

worked

Purchase 

order 

number Invoice

Book 

staff

Book 

staff

Request 

staff

Confirm 

weekly 

usage

Supply 

staff



CEO sign off requirement
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Requirement for CEOs to sign off all shifts over 

£120/hr*, and all workers over the price cap that have 

been procured from off-framework agencies, before 

the bookings are confirmed or extended.

Outside of the CEOs normal working hours sign-off 

should follow the trusts ‘golden key’ escalation 

process, getting approval from the on-call exec; and 

reported to the CEO at the first available opportunity.

Sign-off may only be delegated when the CEO is 

absent (annual/sick leave), delegation should only be 

to the person stepping up during that absence, and 

only for the duration of that absence.

All long-term bookings should be reported every 

week, by shift, but only need to be signed-off at the 

start of the booking and before the start of each week.

Collection of this data will commence in April 2017, via 

the weekly agency submission.  We have encouraged 

trusts to embed this sign-off procedure in December 

2016 and (We have seen x drop?)

* Excluding VAT, including agency fees, enhancements + expenses

CEO sign-off all long 

term bookings for the 

next week

Report via weekly 

agency reporting

Keep a record of all 

approvals on file

Wednesday 12 noon

Monday

Monday

Start building report 

for next week on 

template provided

Add weekend 

bookings to report

Report all bookings 

signed-off at the 

weekend to CEO

All out of hours bookings to be 

approved by on call exec using 

trusts escalation process

All new bookings / 

extensions to be 

signed off by CEO

Before booking confirmed

Collate all shifts 

approved and worked  

at end of week



47000 shifts 

over price cap

shifts within 

price cap

• We know that 47000 shifts were 

paid at rates above the price 

cap

• We are about to start collecting 

information on the total number 

of shifts paid within the cap as 

part of the weekly return. 

Savings are possible below the 

line. 

£5 an hour off every medical agency shift 

saves £43 million

• If the rate paid for each shift 

above the wage cap is reduced 

by £1 per hour, the sector would 

save £19.5m in a year. 

• £8.7m a year saving by reducing  

Medical & Dental shifts over the 

price cap by £1/hr - £43.7m a 

year reducing by £5/hr

• £6.7m a year reducing Nursing 

shifts over the cap by £1/hr

• Admin & Estates could save 

£1.5m by reducing rates by 

£1/hr, £7.5m reducing by £5/hr

The price cap is 

a maximum rate, 

savings can be 

made here by 

negotiating rates
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The journey so far Year 2Year 2

nhsi.agencyrules@nhs.net
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